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REDUCTION OF THE QUALITATIVE MISMATCH BETWEEN THE 
SUPPLY OF AND DEMAND FOR LABOUR : GUIDELINES FOR 
lABOUR MARKET POLICY AND WORKING CONDITIONS POLICY 
(Commission Staff Paper) 
.. 
The theme of the document "The Reduction of qualitative mismatch between 
the demand for and supply of labouru - tabled for the Stan.ding 
Employment Committee meeting on 22 May - constitutes one of the elements 
in the overall stra.tegy presen-ted by the Commission at the last Tripa.rti te 
Conference &ld accepted by the participants as a useful basis for future 
work. 
As usual in these Triparti-te meetings~ the Commissio11 9 s contribution has a 
double objective: - to present the position of the Commission on this 
problem and to establish the basis for a coordinated conclusion to be 
arrived at by the members of the Committee~ 
Without claiming to deal exhaustively with the problems underlying 
qualitative mismatch on the :Cabour market, the Commission proposes to 
focus the Committee debate on three essential questions~ 
1) The _}.m22£.t.?.-A,9.~ .... t,q, ,.l;?e~~tache!!,~t,o the ;eroblem of c9E:ali~~mismatch . 
on the labour rna~ 
A rapid analysis - based 011 an attached working doCl:unent - tends to 
show that the different factors of mismatch (mobility, qualification:v 
working conditions) have a:n unquestionable role in current unemployment, 
without for all that constituting its essential cause .. 
2) Th.~~ributiorl of_l2,2}1-PJ.es act,i:g,g_ on J.h2 .. Ja~our market,_ 
The changes that have occurred in the past years in the economic 
situation and ir.t the behaviour of enterprises and workers have 
increased the role of these policies, They should be adjusted or 
reinforced., The document presents a certain nun1ber of precise 
recommendations on vocational guidance, ini-tial and further training 
and the role of public employment services or a.gencieso 
3) ,!.h,~, ad;i:!.~j;_!!len~ a12~1E!.2Y3.ffi€ln,t_qt,· l1.?.r\Cing £.C!!1diti,_m~ 
Among other importar.1.t fields, the Commission suggest that particular 
attention be paid~o the adjustment and improvement of working 
conditionso This part refers in pa.rticular to a.n outline of the 
problems posed by the development of part-time or temporary l<iOrk 1 
problems which. are also covered. in the Comrmmication to the Council 
on worksharing., 
The conclusions underline the need to reconcile the requirements of 
flexibility for the economy \dth the aspira-tions of workers., They suggest 
a certain number of community initiatives, especially i:n rega.rd to the 
following points: 
- the development of linked \lll'ork and training 
- the cooperation of public employment services on a. 
number of specific points ( tec:hnioal a.ssis"'11ance ~ training. of person:nel 11 
computeri aa:t ion) 
the improvement of information on the labour market .. 
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REDUCTION OF THE QUALITATIVE MISMATCH BETWEEN THE SUPPLY OF AND 
DEMAND FOR LABOUR : GUIDELINES FOR A LABOUR MARKET POLICY AND A 
WORKING CONDITIOf\S POLICY 
1. In order to reestablish a high level of employment and 
balanced growth in the Community, the Commission advocates a 
strategy based on three complementary lines of action. First, ,it 
is necessary to strengthen Member States' concerted act ion in o;rder 
to boost growth, whilst complying with the need for greater 
harmo0iration of economic performance. Secondly, the movement 
toward3 structural readjustment now underway in the Community 
must be continued. Lastly, these policies must necessarily 
be accompanied by "a more active employment policy, by pursuing 
improvement of working conditions and by a more equitable 
sharing of work" for "the effect of these growth and re-adaptation 
policies wilt be insufficient to cope rapidly with a growing 
supply of labour and the prevalent mismatch on the labour market''. 
(Communication of the Fourth Tripartite Conference on Employment, 
November 1978, document COM(78) 512 final, page 15)e 
The participants at the Conference were unanimously of the opinion 
that the document presented by the Commission was a good basis for 
future work in the Community. 
2. Preliminary guidelines for the implementation of a more equitable 
distribution of work were presented in the Communication from the 
Commission of 11 April 1979 for consideration at the next Council 
meeting. The present Communication to the Standing Committee on 
Employment defines the guidelines required to reduce the three 
principal sources nf qualitative mismatch which impede the smooth 
running of the labour market : geographical mismatch, mismatch 
in training or qualification, mismatch in working conditions. 
Mismatch partly explains the fact that there are a considerable 
number of job vacancies at the same time as there are six and a 
half million unemployed ... Outstanding vacancies registered at 
official placement offices alone represent nearly 15% of officially 
registered outstanding applications for employmente 
lf this problem is ignored, it could result in an expansion of 
employment by means of a policy of general expansion which, sooner 
or later, would run up against this problem of qualitative mismatch • 
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Hismatch has always existed. It even forms part of the dynamics of the 
labour market. Today, however, it occurs in new conditions. Considerable 
changes have occurred in the economic environment and in the behaviour of 
workers and employers. Any action taken must therefore take this into 
account. 
3. The Comm.ission considers it advisable to centre the discussion 
around three essential questions: 
(a) How important is qualitative-mismatch in the present 
unemployment situation? Is it likely to impede the current 
revival? To what extent does it occur in the different 
Community countries? Is it possible to obtain general 
a&reement within the Committee on the 
relative importance of these factors? 
(b) Policies acting directly on the labour market (training, 
guidance, matching of job vacru1cies and applications) and 
the institutions responsible for implementing them 
constitute the first line of action to be developed. Does 
the Committee agree with the Commission concerning the 
greater role to be played by the institutions and on the 
guidelines it suggests for national and Community action? 
(c) Among the other major actions likely to contribute to a 
reduction of qualitative mismatch, the Commission suggests 
that at its meeting on 22 May 1979, the Committee concern 
itself more particularly with the adjustme~t . and 
improvement of working conditions. What are the views of 
the Standing Committee on :Employment on this aspect of 
the problem? 
./ 0 
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I. ASSESSMENT OF THE SITUATION 
4) As early as the mid-Sixties, a structural tendency to a rise . 
in unemployment appeared in most Community countries. This tre~d 
was partly the result of the inadequate policies adopted at that' 
time to reduce mismatch between supply and demand. Thus, for 
example, the training or skills of job applicants were 
frequently not suited to the needs of the economy. On the other 
hand, the jobs available in certain industries were not always 
adapted to the new and pressing aspirations of workers to better 
working conditions. 
5) The present employment cr1s1s stems from the close inter-relation 
of several factors. In addition to the mismatches referred to 
above, there is a lack in general demand and in the profitability 
of certain production capacities. Empirical studies confirm 
that in most Community countries, mismatch factors are partly, 
but not wholly, responsible for present unemployment~ 
In view of the complexity of th• present situation, the resolution 
of the crisis will probably be only gradual" It is to be feared 
that economic growth for so~e years to come will be less favourable to em-
ployment than in the Sixtiesa Furthermore, the need to restructure and 
modernise the production apparatus wilt also spread to the tertiary 
sector, which witt be affected appreciably by the revolution 
in data processing started in the preceding decadee The labour 
market will therefore be widely and deeply affected by these 
new conditionsc Moreover, intervention procedures and methods 
adopted by labour market policy during the years of strong 
gro~th and virtually fult employment need to be adjusted in 
keeping with the size and probable persistence of present 
difficulties. 
6) Social and economic behaviour has also changed in a way which 
is not favourable to an improved balance of supply and demand 
on the labour market. 
Where employers are concerned, two facts stand out : on the 
one hand~ faced with greater financial difficulties, undertakings 
have tended spontaneously to curb training expenditure and is not 
certain whether public expenditure in this.field has compensated 
for this fall in private effort~ On the other hand, staff 
recruitment policies have hardened. · 
.1. 
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In the past, undertakings displayed a certain degree of 
flexibility. They employed workers who did not necessarily 
possess the characteristics required at the outset, concerning, 
for exampl.e, age, sex, state of health, vocational training or 
experience. There are indeed very few posts which, technically, 
cannot be partially adapted in these areas. The flexibility 
of undertakings greatly facilitated restructuring or reconversion 
operations in the past, as the expanding sectors absorbed the 
labour from less dynamic or condemned.sectors. Nowadays, 
undertakings' requirements oh recruitment have become more stringent as a 
result of the implementing of more binding legislation on 
dismissal, greater uncertainty as to markets and, in particular, 
a more favourable position on the labour market which now offers 
a wide choice of potential labouro This situation particularly 
affects women, young persons, girls, older workers and handicapped 
persons. 
Where workers are concerned, there are also two facts that stand out. 
First, employees are increasingly reluctant to move because of th~ 
rising number of spouses at work and also because of difficulties 
in finding or leaving accommodation~ Secondly ; new demands 
concerning production conditions and the rearrangement of working 
hours are being expressed with greater vigouro Thus, whilst the 
standard of living and education of the population continues to 
rise, a certain number of jobs still involve hours and rhythms of 
work that produce an excessive degree of physical and mental 
fatigue in workersa Similarly, the small amount of initiative or 
autonomy given to certain employees does not always correspond 
to their real potentiate In the same way, the social status 
of certain occupations no longer rulfills the expectations 
of workers. Last on this incomplete list is the fact that there 
is an upswing in the demand for part-time jobsG The lack of 
vacancies in this field is not the only problem; the lack of 
public equipment is also a factor. 
Any policy aimed at reducing mismatch on the labour market 
cannot ignore the number of changes that have occured in socio-
economic environment and behaviours 
.I .. 
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II. GUIDELINES FOR AN ACTIVE POLICY ON THE REDUCTION OF 
MISMATCH BETWEEN THE SUPPLY Of AND DEMAND ar LABOUR 
7) The success of such a policy depends on two conditions. 
First, the cost of an adjustment of the supply and demand 
for Labour must be fairly distributed among workers, 
employers and societya The lack of geographical 
mobility, training and skills of a portion of the labour force 
is not the only problem. It is also necessary to study the 
adjustments needed both from the standpoint of working conditions 
and from that of the geographical movement of productive 
capital towards regions with a large surplus of Labour. 
Secondly, action to improve balance depends to a great extent 
on labour market policy and on the policy for the adjustment' and im-
provement of working conditions. Such action, however, 
also concerns to an equal extent other fields of economic 
and social policy : educational, general economic, 
industrial and regional, investment, prices and incomes and 
social protection policies. These policies must therefore 
be closely coordinated to enable full and better employment 
to be achieved .. 
It seems neither possible nor desirable to discuss all these 
problems within the limits of a single meeting of the Standing 
Committee on Employment. The Commission considers it advisable 
to focus discussion on matters related to the reform and 
strengthening of labour market policies on the one hand and the 
adjustment· and improvement of working conditions on the other. 
8) Direct action on the labour market $hould form the subject of a 
more active policy designed to increase workers' employment 
potential and to relax the requirements of undertakings. 
Such labour market policies are capable of strengthening the 
dynamism of the labour market by encouraging necessary adjustments 
and, in the longer-term, helping to raise the level of employment8 
In the face of the current employment crisis, these policies 
·first developed catego..r:x._actions designed to ensure the 
vocational integration of persons particularly affected by current 
changes. The Committee has already on several occasions 
discus-sed the ne-ed for ___ s.uch a-ctions-, which it- has helpec(-tp dev-elop 
at Community level(in particular employment of the young and 
women).. It is worth considering, however, whether such actions 
do not frequently transfer the burden of unemployment on other 
social categories~ This is why it is also desirable to attack 
this lasting employment crisis by means of an overall strategy, paying 
particular attention to the various functions to be fulfilled on the 
labour market namely, vocational guidance and training and placement. 
1 
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9. These central functions of labour market policy must be 
reorganised and reinforced to face up better to the new requirements. 
For vocational guidance and training, the Commi~sion advocates 
the following guidelines : 
a) the benefits of vocational guidance should be more widely 
available, particularly to young people and to the 
unemployed, but also, as a preventive measure, to workers 
already in employment. For young people, particularly girls, 
one should avoid guidance towards training that leads to 
no jobs. 
To achieve this, two conditions should be fulfilled. 
Firstly, information on and analysis of the real demand 
for qualifications must be improved. Secondly the development 
of the education system towards a better preparation for active 
life must be encouraged, particularly by the adaptation of 
programmes in schools and universities and by the extension of 
exchanges and contacts between teachers and the economy. 
b) Post school vocational training must be given a gresh impetus 
to enable it"-to overcome its quantitative and qualitative 
shortcomings, particularly in the field of in-plant training. 
As regards initial training countries with a developed system of 
apprenticeship and of linked work and training have experienced 
considerable success in the battle against youth unemployment. The 
current efforts under way in most Member states should be pursued 
and added to. The last European Council in March 1979 
emphasised the importance of thio in its conclusions. 
Continuous education and training has a. primary role to play ~in the 
current employment crisis. It should be available, as a. preventive· 
measure, to workers who already have a job both for their social 
benefit and to increase their capacity to adjust to other tasks. 
For some categories of unemployed persons who are particularly 
difficult to place, this training should be followed by financial 
incentives to recruitment even by direct job creation mesureso 
.1. 
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Furthermore, in the spirit of the Directive of February 1976 on 
equal treatment · for men and women as regards access to 
employment1 vocational training and promotion, the training centres 
should be better adapted to the needs of women (problems of 
location 1 hours of operation, creches)o Finally,training for workers 
who have health problems calls for certain arrangements which are 
not yet properly taken into accounto 
10. The central role of public emplo:yment services ___ · _ __ must be 
recO[.'"llised and their s·trengthening must be a priority ob-jective. 
The Commission recommends the following guidelines: 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
{a) The function of managing unemployment should be clearly 
separated from the operational functions of placement and 
prospect inge Thus, for exarnple,. the control of possible abuses 
by procedures which are often clumsy, for example, stringent signing -
on procedures, hinders the unemployed person in his search 
for employment and absorbs a great share of the capacity of 
public employment services · to the detriment of 
other functions, especially those ofthe guidance and placement 
of the unemployed. In particular,. the services available for the 
long-term unemployed should be reinforcede .At the same time, 
personalised and differentiated action should be envisaged by 
public employmenli services on behaLf of 
undertakings which db not fill their vacancies after a normal 
delay. i 
Pttblic employment agencte or services should have sufficient 
personnel with the necessary qualifications to win credibility 
with employers and workers and to carry out efficiently their 
task of medin.tion. The collection of jo"b offers must be improved 
in most Member States .• Following what is already done in 
some Member States p notification of vacant jobs couldj be envisaged with-
in the framework of collective agreementso The definition and quality of 
both vacancies and applications .should also be improv.ed .. 
i 
i 
I 
This function of placement cannot be developed in isolation from 
other functions, especially vocational guidance and tr~in.ing. 
A real synergy of f'unct~ons has to be soueht a.t the vefry least within 
the public employment s<3rvice or in liaison with the sfcia.lised CA~ernal services in th~ interest of both job-seekers d 
enterprisose J . 
This group of actions should be developed~ as guidelin 1 sin close 
liaison with enterprises and trade-union organisations at both 
regional, local and .national level. 
.1. 
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11. Folic ies to adapt a.11d improve 1-/0rki:ng conditions should be developed. 
The existence of specific demands for part-time Work by employees and 
for temporai-y work by enterprises must . · be recognised., These demands 
should nevertheless be developed in non.:..O.iscrimina.tory conditions. 
In regard to part_.t ime work in p·art i cular, this should· cover a larger ''bl:Eb~d ~fo 
S:>cia.l security systemS should try to be neutral totvards part-time pa Ill 
work and on the other hand public employment services or agencies 
should also be able to intervene to prevent any possible abuses. 
(on this point the Communication on Work-s.haring. should be consulted) • 
12. 
. . . 
Action to improve working condition.~· (in particular the 
reduction of the monotony and the harshness, for example in 
case of continuous production) · calls for a particular 
effort on the part of enterprises, an effort which could 
be encoura&ed by government and Community measures. 
Incomes policies also ha.ye an important contribution to make 
to the reduction of mism~tches. Employer and union organisations 
should take account of the necessar.y increases in pay for the 
most arduous and difficu1t work. 
Finally, the necessary e couragement of mobility should better 
recorici Le· the interests of the economy with those of workerso 
On the one hand the targeting of capital towards regions tvith 
excess manpower should be encouraeed. On the other hand the 
mobility of workers tr10uld be greatly favoured by a reexamination 
of the factors which reduce the readiness of workers to move 
(especially as regards housing). 
Furthermore, ·the actions that. shouJ d be carried O:ut in the 
Community, are. also needed right now to favour employment in 
the non-Community mediterranean comrGries by a policy · f 
economic, technical and financial cooperation involvi for 
example policies to enc¢urage investment in order to 
imbalanceo between the North and the South of Europe 
reduce the need for emi~ration in these countries. 
.-... 
CONCLUSIONS 
13) The battle against the factors of qualitative mismatch 
on the labour market is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for a return to full employment. It calls for 
a better reconciliation of the need for geographical and 
vocational mobility which is inherent in a healthly and 
balanced growth situation with the needs of workers for 
stable employment. Flexibility is indispensable but 
should not lead to a multiplicity of precarious jobs. 
This reconciliation means that each of the parties 
concerned - undertakings, workers, public authorities -
should be ready to play its part to facilitate the 
adjustments needed on the labour market through dialogue 
and a coordinated search for solutions, both in order to 
cope with the crisis and to prevent harmful developments. 
I 
Reconciliation, however~ also requires the development of 
active policies in the ~wo essential fields referred to in this 
document: 
- strengthening and qualitative improvement of labour market 
management 
- adjustment and improvement of working conditions. 
14) In order to support the necessary national actions Community 
action should be undertaken or extended in the following areas 
a) It will be remembered that the Commission has already outlined 
Community action on part-time and temporar~ work ahd that 
preliminary guidelines for action have been forwar~ed to the 
Council of Ministers for Labour and Social Affairsi1 
They will b~with the expected support of the.Mini ters for 
labour the subject of a close concerted action wit;in the 
Community Tripartitr framework, more especially atlthe 
next meeting of the!Standing Committee on Employmetta 
b) As regards the othe~ aspects of the improvement of!working 
I 
conditions, the Social Partners could intensify th~ir efforts 
at Community level to examine together sector by sector if necessary 
the possible scope for concerted action on the pretaration o:. f joint agreement on working standards. At the same time, . 
public research programmes in the Member countries on .the · 
improvement of working conditions should be conceried • 
at Community level.! This group of actions could r Ly : 
potential support ot 1 the European Foundation for t
1
e Improvement 
of Living and Worki~g Conditions and on the Commun ty 
programme of actions on health and safety at work. ' 
,1. 
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c) A concerted effort to improve information about and 
the analysis on the labour market is necessary. 
The research work undertaken at national level, 
especially within the public employment agencies,concerns 
all the Community ~ountries. This removal of barriers 
between national research work could be accelerated by 
research work carried out in common with the framework 
of the Commission's '~rogramme for Research and 
Actions on the DeveLopment of th~ Labour Market. 
d) As regards vocational training Community action takes 
many forms, more particularl~ within the Social Fund 
and the European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training (CEDEFOP).Largely based on.the ~~oblems of reconversion 
and of target groups, it would benefit if it were also 
to consider the actual functioning of vocational training 
systems. 
In this context, the Commission attaches particular 
importance to incenti~es for the development of alternance 
training, the equivalence of qualifications and the 
adjustment of training to the development of technology 
and final demand. 1 
T.hese, how_eve_r, are c~mplex problems which must be considered 
first at national lev l and · in respect of which Community 
·action, if it is to de:vel·op, requires a .concrete expression 
.of.cooper~tion from the social p~rtners themselves. 
This problem could be tackled at a future meeting of the 
Standing Committee on Employment. 
i 
e) Lastly, pubtic employment services shou(d strenghten 
their cooperation so as to cope better with common difficulties, 
whilst taking national differences into account. Irivolved in 
the same crisis, they are often, in most Member cou~tries, Led 
to implement measures developed by the Community co~cerning aids 
to training, mobility and job creation. In additioj to the 
development of the Community system of the internat~'onal 
clearing of vacancie~ and applications for employme t (SEDOC), 
which must continue, jthe Commission advocates the f llowing 
steps : j , 
i 
- intensification of existing technical assistance actions aimed 
at the modernisation of placement services in cer ain Member 
countries on which better results of Social Fund ntervention 
depend; 
- development of a Community cooperation programme n the field 
of training for placement, advice and guidance st ff; possibly 
with the assistanc• of the European Social Fund; 
- concerted action f4r the development of data proc ssing 
techniques to assi't placement officials. 
.1. 
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15. The~e are the guidelines and actions suggested by the 
Commission to reduce qualitative mismatch on the labour market. 
It would like to know the opinion of the Standing Committee on 
Employment regarding these suggestions. It is relying on its support to 
promote active employment policies at the level of the Member countries 
and the Community. 
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l• l·'or rive yea.ra Lh(J Community has been facing a severe emplqyr~1011i; -~ 
crizis. 'l'hc .t1u.m1;ar of registered tu:1ernployecl has more. than d.oublcd. ,d 
si . .i.lCf;: 1J73· 'i.'o<t~~.!'t in the .Corill;n.ul1.:'ty1 t.:;.--.c;~~ploy.rricnt affects !::)i::·: ancl ·~ ·1' 1 .. "' j,.,.~l,-~ ,, · .... ., ... "~o· .. ('< O·!' ne ly l: '"'·or tJ~.;) · or:.-.;r'·::-J'·nop1'1° ... ~"""~ -~ (..... ..a . .~.. ..•. .t . .~. .... n,. .t"c 1. ~-~ x.. .... , o.r . v ,:, _.. "' .. e lJ .. ,..,.. "6 .t '-"- c: ... ~.r...._ • .,., .. .~.. 
2. 'l'he t~riGi~~ rna.y 1Jc -explr.l.ined by the combined effect of demograph.ic 
ttntl secio-(~r·onouie factors. Sorne of them 1'/C:re already in the l)roce:::~: 
ol' .:_;r;.:.rtn.-tiort in ·Lhe ~n·ecedi:ng tv10 doca.cleso In the first place.~ 
tl;.c of ;J~CnlllG people and 'l:lOmon o:n the labour market h(ls 
r:1pidly• v;hiltrt the number of persons of retirer:1(~nt ace 
3ccond1 these nett a~rri v-aln on. the labour market in 
job-~eekcr:::: frequen:tly ditl not pooses.s the 
~'or the nood:::z of the .CCOI'lOr.:y. Third, ~:h.ilct t1?e 
and of education itiO:t'e rapidly risil'l[; and ncv.~ 
:; lvOJ.'C: oucn"\;ing concerni11t; cn.viro:rllJcnt anrl t,torkin::; 
con<1~i-t1oBG 1 ·the j<'.I1H; of:C'ered \vcre not alt·;ays suited to -thcoe ncu. 
:~:-:pi... • l;:rt Lhe incrco.ce o.f corr:r)ct+·tion bct~·;ccn lot·r-~·n1-,_:e 1 
f1 c~vcL)pin,;_; continued and r:rl;renLrthe:ned.1 to the d.ctrim.crlt 
o:: t:.~0:1'~:;.iu :.·ics in the Commv .. nityo In adt1ition to. ·this incomplt 
list of ~~'D.l c;:.J:,noes 1 there are a. certain nurn1Jer of fao·torn 
os· ur)r•:! recerrt ori:;in: the collapse of the monetary system in 1911 
a:.--:f1 1 t:;n~J of 1973, the oil crisis and the :::;udden rise in the 
J)ric(; of lmpnr't(.Y1 r:::~_,; materials. 
3.- T'hi:J ,,~ill concentrate on the role played. in the present 
~-::r~~a.;:; 1:>;~ "th.c bh.ee(} customary sourceB of qua.li ta.tive mismatch 
1l 1::-t·.·:r:~~;;n th~ of labour and. the demand for labour: territorial 
r:•.isrna,tnh cau;:;(~d 1.;y iiu;;ufficient geographical mobility; mismo.tch 
in. ·t;rainil:J:G; rnisr:u:l.toh in \iOrl:...int; cond.i·:t;ions 1 excludin.g the 1'?n.{;e 
c;lcr:1BxYt. 'rhe rtn.:.tlyr;is does not a,tt€tm.pt t-o be e:rJ1austivc. Tt ic 
limitecl 1;o e;;;·:::_·1ainin.:; the action to be taken to reduce mi.sma-tc1: .• 
3nc1J n:n acrl;ion ll. flual interest. From the social sta:ndpoin~ t it 
:..J.(:Ct:-::::;-;at7f d~o reduce the disparities bet1i'een the ·working condition:?.; 
Gti11 offe~:-ed. 1)y sc:nne underta.lcL"lgs and the aspiration of t..;orl:ers1 
r~:trl:i.r}nla.r-ly :for the reduction of repetiti-ve, arduous and boring tc: , • 
• 
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Fror'! a.n economic stn.:n.dpoint, an. active poliey to com1Jat the 
sttpply of and demo,nd :Lor labour cr:::1dtvJ.lly 
helps to incrf)a;::::e produoti vity and conati tutes a 
1'·xb :1 conditioh for a return ·to a hieh of 
baJ.o.nced grot·;t:h por·mi tting the restox·ation of a h"ig~i. J.evel 
of in the Community • 
4o The prc0erd; cdt;,.t--:t·ti.on i.n relation to qvalitative mimm:"ttch is 
ana.ly::;od in ·tho ·fir;:rt part of this d.ocUt":lent., T~vo fa.c·ts stand 01J.t 
frorrt this analyois,j£) Ii'irstly cu.rl"'Emt unemployment to a. 
con=::tiflerc~].,le e:derd;, clue to ·this phenomenon~ Conseqllently ma,cro"""' 
ecorwrain pt)lic:i.en of stimulation of ovex·all d.ema1'1d1 an.d of 
red.ncd;ion production costs a,re limitecl in their effects by 
·the ctcrron.t .C'unc-t ioning, of the labour market~ Soeonclly these 
pro'ble:as occur today in conditions that a.re differ(~nt rcHJulting 
frm,,, :tn ir:ul~1.,.r, the profound. chanc;es in the economic a.r1d 
oo .. ~iti.l and in the 'beho,viour· of er.aployers a.nd j ol!-scekers II) 
5o Th.r1 ;-;ccond of ·the paper s out the euiclelines it is 
to :.tdnpt today to rc~duce the mismatch 1JetHeen supply 
a:nd demand for 1.:~..1Jour. Three guidelines are proposed.: 
emplo~m:cn:t 8.nc1 labo,~r market policy chould be more closely 
li:rJ{Cfl ~-lith other policies; 
i;he traditionnl fTtnctions of lal1ou.r market policy (cuidanco~ 
trainix'}£; 9 placement) should be reorc:;.su:d.zecl and ;reinforced; 
-the r;.Z:i"~:l.on 0 ... nd improvement t11 \i'Orkinc; cont1:i.t:tot1s are un 
ilH1ispr:nJs0t1JlE~ element of a, policy to reduce mismatcho 
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6. ThE~ lD.bour mar~::o·t has ulvtays been cho,racteriscd by a •lirtu.a.lly 
.:;ap 1:H)'t\r~~on supply a..l'lcl c1cmand. The persista ..:nce of 
·thir.~ far::t is fhJ..e to tho slmme;:;s of adjustments in ·the fielcl of 
cmplo~r->1(~::.·rt. The r<:1cnlc:-tion of this market iG not dependent solely 
on in. reetl uac;es vlithin the different branches of the 
econorny. Ir1 -..ri(;nv of the complexity antl tho r;rm.-;ine differentia;tion 
of r;:od.crn cconomicB, this classic pic·ture of the procesH of 
rertln:orption of the diDparitieG bottmen supply and d.emQ.nd mus-t 
be snpplem~:~rrtccl l:>y o-ther adjustment pararneters1 of a basically 
qu.a1ita!;ive or ":_·rtructu~al" nature: geocra.phical locatil)ns, 
ffiL'J.li f"'J.r~n .. ttonrt ttntl t ... wrk:ln0 conditions other than reo.l wages. 
\ 
7. Dispari tiec betv:t::en the supply of a..nd demand for labour varies 
con;~iclerably from one country to another, depending on time an.d 
place. An o"Verall 1Tie\·1 of the variety of situations is shoy,m 
in tho graphs ind.icating outstanding job vacancies and job-seekers 
since 1960 (see t:;raph 1 attached hereto). The ju.."daposition of 
graphs is only striking in the case of the Federal Republic of .... 
( ) 
\"'IIII' Germony, the 11ctherlanda a.nd the United Y.ingdom 1 • For the 
other countries, the rate of job vacancies is either non-existent 
or too lot'! to reflect significantly the different phases of 
tension which prevailed on the labour market: virtual "full 
employment tt 1 and ev·en "over employment" before 1973 and "under-
employment" since then. 
(1) In these eotmtrieo, the public employment agencies play a major pa.rt 
in the collec·~ion of employment vacancies - a third1 :for example, 
according to a. recent United Kingdom survey. Even as regards these three 
coun·&ries, catrtion is required in interpreting the results of a.n analysis 
of sorien of otlt stancl.i.n£; vacancies and applications, a.s they a.re not 
"fully" representative. Occupations requiring little or no qua.lifica.:·tions 
arc~ generally over-represented. A. shift over time can also occur. This 
is the case in the Netherlands li'here o. growing number of collective 
agreements stipulate the compulsory notification of vacant jobs. The 
ext;tnlsion of ·"l;his measure doubtless explains the remarkable stability of . 
out s·ta.nding vaea,.nciea in the lletherlands: 'fl,.om 1973 to 1978, they frl 
(l:ropped by on4' 6 ?~, as oompared \'lith 50 • 80 % in other CommWlity 
countritls (see Table 4 appended hereto). 
• 
~· ~. >< ••• 
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2·~<'oJ."'(' 1:)73, {1CV01'i:-tl I-1em1Jcr s·to.tcs (Bclcil1JH, l~ra:nce~ ITe·thcrlu:nds, 
Unite<:l I::ir;:sdom arH.l !:r·oland) 1 e. toru:tenoy to <:u-l i:w:.::x·ear.;e in the tl!'lt::.n:plo:,;T::ont 
ra:te occurred in the miel-sixties. In Garmany, this trend coultl b:vte rrLa1.·tcd 
in 1971 (r;ee Graph l c:tppendecl heroi;o). ~rhe lone ·term t:rr;)ntl is po.l"'tly tl~c~ 
r(.~sult of i·ucreagin,; mi;;m1atch bet\veen1 for inrJtance, -lib.(:! qu.alificationG of 
ncu arrivals on tho lo.1)our market (yom:15 peoplet -vmme:n) ar1d tho:;e req.t.irccl 
for the vrtcancics •. AJl cxpax1sionist policy t-Jhich~ a;t the -tii;Je, uould. h.:t re 
relied :.:;olcly o:n tha:t unemployment indicator and Hhich ,,TOuld have a.tt:r·:i.1)1Jted. 
the incrca.;:;;e :in unonplo;yment to an insufficiency in overall demand would 
certainly have been inflationary and have helped to block :future crm.-rth • 
Since 1973, a rd:ren!J,itheninc of the impt;.ct of mism2,tch on tho o·terall 
ill1Ciaployment rate can be detected in countries v'lhere a cornpara,t i ve analJr;;i '::; 
of lU1Cr::plo;yrnent rates and the rate of job vacancieo may be considered a:; 
sic,nifica.nt • rrhun, in Germany~ .~Ghe lT<jtherlc1nds ancl the United Kinc;donrt a ~:L~ren 
rate of vacu.ncicr..: 'is not-r associated vJith a distinctly hicher rate of 
m1e::1ploynent;. I:z1 o·bher terrns, the curve that describe;;;: the inverr..>G rclo..tim:-
ship betuecm ·t~he unoraplo;y"'ment rate and the vacancy rate 11 has r::hi:ft0d l.1r_:l'd'1.1.··c:.;-:;,. 
rl1his recent dc:teJ"ioration is the result, for the most part, of emplo;rers' 
lack of flexibili-ty recard to irJha.t t1H::y con:3id.er to be an n-u.nsuitable 
'tvork:eru a . nd also to the lack of flexibility displayed. by 'ii'TOrkers in regard 
to 1-1hat they connitl•?.r "unsuitable Hork"., These changes in a.lGo 
affect other I-Iember countries@ "" 
Enployers' requirements for recruits~ particulru"'ly as rega.rds voca,tiona.l 
training and experience, have hardened arJ a result of the implementation of 
more s-tric·t regulations on dismissal~ greater uncertainty as ·to sales a...."1d 
above all a more favourable position on ·the labour marke·t cu.rren·tly 
offers thea: a 'hridc choice of labour., This has led to the of jobs 
t·rhich are preca.riouc, under-protectedt under-cr~..w..lified and Trrell paid 
(mainly contrar~t job~;, ·temporary t·IOrk and black \vork) o 
As reeards .Job-Gee}::ers, the 8treng-thening a..YJ.d improvement of tu1.employment 
benefits (see ;;;ttrtitrtical a.nnex - Table 5) enable the to p:roloP..c 
their search for c;nplo;y'!Ilent and be more der.1ancling as to conc1i tions. 
Such dem[1.nd.n. can 1Jo c:·{cessive~ inasmuch ac it difficult to 
objec·tive t·u.leG mal:iri-J it possible to charn,o·terise nunsuitable HOrl<::H in 
terms of ccoc:rapllica.l location, far'llalification a..nd worki:r'~ co.nd.i·tiona that 
an u.ne1::ployod porsor1 :ts "entitled.H ·to refuse~ Heverthcle:::3G'IJ 
the decrc\J.sin~; GC~lc of. and time lini t imposed. on u.nemployr;ent 
con:~:rtitu.~rJ a pot~crs:'tt1 1:m,rrier to possible a1;uses, Time-scale 
u.:1c:nplo~yment benefit 8 do not exist il1. Belgi.umo Control 
of restrit~tio::-.~.D, r;t;.ch n.s daily reportinc;e The le~;jislator 
obliged ·to dra"'~ up a sort of code to define the type of 
the tmenployed cannot refuse* On a lesser scale, such 
in Gerrna.ny atld ·the Uetherla.n.dr;;. 
.~ .. 
~~'t2~.:'.~,~\t~'.<A"W"~~::.~.£~~~~"f",j:~~~f,~~..'lo:~~~~--~~~~~~~Jo!;t~~ ....... !l\f~ff.~~~~.J:!:"~~~---·------""''"""'-,.._'...,' ......... _"·~--~~.-~-'"•" .... ~ 
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10. Observer;-; have cortmented in ·this connection on the tlifficulty of 
findin[;; applicarr·t s :Lor a number of vaeant jobs. Some even go so far 
as to e:::prens doubts as .·to the real extent of unemployment a.nd 
attribrrltc the basic eause of ·the rise since 1973 to structural problems. 
Su.ch opinior1s appear to be excessive in the light of the following 
empirical f'actG. 
In tho first plrtee, O,ccording to harmonized surveys carried out on. 
the current economic situation in undorta.l<:ings in the 1:.1ember States, 
the pcrcerrta~e of "undertakines where production io hampered by a. 
shortae;e of m;.:t;npovlcr" ha.s dropped considerably since 1973 in all tho 
colultries in ·~~·.rhic:h this problem occurred. On the other hand, according 
to trw swne s'llrV(~ys, production is principally hindered by the lack of 
overttll demcuu1 (sec Graph 2 appendetl hereto). 
Secondly, r.~nd purely as an illustration, one ca.n extrapolate the lor:tg 
term u.p-vraro. trend in unemployraent \vhich began before 1973 (see Graph 1 
appond.o(l hQreto). The suddenness and c:,::tent of the differences betueen 
this trend ~:u1cl ·the tmemployment rate recorded since 1973 support the 
hypothesis of ·the not considerable role played by economic factors. 
I 
Lastly, a large :number of econometric studies have attempted to 
qttru:rtify -the impact of the various possible sources of unemployment on 
the o~rerall ra:te. One study, probably the most recent published in th:L~ 
field., 11as carried out by the Ore-a.nization for Economic Cooperation ~Jl 
Developrnent (lt?mcx II to "A mediwn-term plan for employment and lt•l\o:n' 
polici.cr;"1 P;.'trio 1978). Accorcling to this research work, about 0110 ho.lf 
of the uneL'lployment recorded in 1976 in Germany, France, Italy, the 
lietherla,nd.s a:nd the United Kingdom ,.,a,s due to a lack of dema."l.d a.ncl a loi~k.-' 
of profit:J,ble productive capital stock caused by the unfavourable 
deYeloprnen·t in the relative costs of capital a.nd of labour. The bala.nce, 
i.e .. abotrt a half, is the result, firstly, of normal turnover of the 
la.bouJ:'-force ;;.t11.cl secondly, of a. qualitative mismatch betl':een supply t.1nd 
demn.nd for la1Jour. r·t is practically impossible to determine the 
respective impact of each of the last two sources of unemployment. Indeed, 
as the analysis developed in the preceding paragraph shov1s1 the frontier 
betHecn these tt'TO categories is of'ten subjective a.nd vague. 
11. In su1n1 therefore, the continued qualitative mismatch bet't-teen the supply 
of and dA:m1t.1.nd for labour is a.11 old problem which does not ho\vever explain 
defini-ti'.rely the rapid rise in tmemployment since 1973. 
It is nevertheless a. problem of a. certain mau~itude. Consequently polioiez 
of r;t irr~u.la"t ion of o vera.ll demand and. or reduct ion of product ion co 8t s 
are lir.1ited in 4iihoir effects by tho c1::t.rrent fuuctionil'lg of the labour 
narket. frhey ;ahorl(l ·therefore be accompanied by a.n acti'V'e policy of 
redlloinc· q'!lalitati'.re mismatch. This polio;r should take accow1t of chan:;cs 
in the environ.mout and in behaviottr in the economic and social domal.n. 
~he se u.rQ importa.."lt a.s \fill be sharn1 by the follot-1ing analysis of the 
tta'()O prir1cipal sources of qttalitative mismatch. 
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I.B. GEOGRAPHICAL MISMATCH AND MOBILITY 
12. In the fi:f'ties and sixties, a.nd in niost Member States, immigration 
and voluntary geograp~i.cal mobility of ma..'rlpower enabled them to 
cope wi tb. strong growth and rapid industrial.izationc Many wages and 
salary earners were motivated. to move to another region by the 
impossibility of finding a job in their home region or by higher 
remuneration or sometimes by a better socio-cultural in~~astructure. 
13. Tho gooeraphica.l mobi.li ty of workers has nm..r diminished for both 
economic and structural reasons~ The impact of the appreciable 
slowing dotm in net job crea·tion on the mobility of workers may l:~e 
illustrated by the results of the survey on workforces oarr:i.ed out 
in 1977: the percentage of the population employed :full-·lPime not living 
in the same country or region on.e year bef'Ol""e the survey dropped from 
1% in 1975 to o~8% in 1977 (see Table 6 appended hereto)o However 
the geographical mobility of' the unemployed remains high., 
Thus accordine; to a survey carried out ir1 Germany in 1978 by the 
Federal Min:tstry for Employment, 20 % of the unemployed were prepared 
to move providing they fo1md employment (12 %were "fully prepa.red"1 
the remaini11g 8 % 'iperha.psu) e This favourable attitude of the unemployed 
to~~s mobility has moreover increased in recent years: from 12 % 
in September 1976 to 20 % in September 1978o It is pa-rticularly marked 
among the long term unemployed~ in September 197811 28 % this 
category declared, themselves ready to change locality@ A survey carried 
out by the Federal E:npl.oj!ment Bureau il'l, September 1978 conf~.rrnad that 
16 % ot; the unemployed had moved to another loca.li·ty in order to 
ta.ke up a job. 
14• Structural fac"t•)r:r. plain wage and sa.J.o~ earners' low level of 
geographical mobili·ty. Firstly it reflects a change in social value: 
the workers' deeper attachment to their region goes hand in hm1d with 
the greater social value assigned to specific regional chal.,aoteristicso 
It also represents rational economic behaviourQ The rapid grovnh in 
the humber of workj.ng wives means that in most cases a change of region 
or country will result iJ:1· a. d.-r-op in the family :iuncome~ Furthermore, 
current property laws frela't.u~ntly discourage mobilityo Sale and purchase 
of houses are heavily ta.:x::edz if a worker keeps his initial 
accommodation and lets it while himself renting m1other~ he is frequently 
subject to taxation on the income derived from the rent; in addition 
to this disadva.nta.ge1 the worker aometi:mea loses the ber:ae:tit of public 
aid for the acquiai tion of. a, prinoipa.l resicla1o.oe J waiting lists 
for low-cost housing also tend to curb mobility. 
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I. C. l-1IS1•!ATCH IN TRAINING AND SKILLS 
15. The gravity of the probiem is reflected in the statistics on 
youth unemplo,ment. vlherea.s in 1977 the proportion of men and 
women under 25 in the working p0pula:tion amo1.mted to 14.5 % and 
22.3 % respectively, the proportion of these categories in 
registered unemployment in September 1978 came to 35 % and 50 % 
(see statistical Annex - Table 8). Young women a.re therefore 
particularly affected by this type of mismatch. 
16e. Similarly9 the long-term unemployed are equally extremely 
vulnerable in this :field and the gra.vi ty of the problem can 
only worsen with prolonged inaction. In the middle of 1978, the 
proportion of job seekers registered for over a ;rear among the 
total unemployed ranged from 18.8 % in France to 54o4 % in Bel€ium. 
The fact that this oa.tego.ry of unemployed is increasing gives 
rise to all the more concern (see statistical AnneJt -. Table 10). 
17 o For several years, and particularly in view of their favourable 
position on the labour market, most undertakings have become 
more stringent in their requirements for applicants, lengthenillg 
the period of their search for the ideal applicant for the va.ca.nt 
post 41 This attitude can constitute rational economic behaviour. 
It does not o:rten correspond to a teohl:lical necessity. In a. 
il'-
great ma.jori ty of cases,' there is no rigid relationship between ··~ 
the job a;nd the qualifio,ations of the person in the job. Thus, 
for example, an analysis of the da.ta. on placements carried out in 
1972 by the German Federal E.nployment Bureau shows tha.t 26 % of 
vacant posts for semi-skilled workers were in fact filled b7 
workers with other skills than those required. 
Such flexibility on the pa.rt of the u:nderta.kinga :f'a.oilita.ted, in 
the past, restructuring and reeonversi.ons, the expanding sectors 
absorbing the labou:rforce from the less-dynamic or condemned 
sectors. There is virtlJ.a.lly no basis for thinking tha.-t, from the 
technical standpoint a.t least, there is less pOtential flaxibilit.7 
for underta.kinga in regard to the man/job relationship than 
before. The placement officials of the p1tblio emplo1Jtilm offices 
of Member States should. thus Pla7 a detemin.hlg role in the 
negotiations for the harmonization in the au.ppl;r ot and· demand tor 
qualifications. 
• 
.... a-
18. lola.n;r indicators show that training efforts in underta.ld.ngs ha.ve 
stagnated, perhaps even regressed over the last few years. 
Firstly with regard to continuous training, the efforts made by 
employers is well known in France, where undet:•takings with more 
than 10 employees are required, under a law of 1971, to allocate 
1 % of thei:r• payroll to continuous tra..i.n:tng> of their staff or 
pa:..r the difference to the Treasury@ Following a period of regular 
growth, tmderla.kings' rate of contribution to training stagnated 
between 197 4 and 1976 at a level in excess of the legal threshold 
a.nd approaching l¢16 % of t:he payroll. In 1977, this rate rose to 
1.,7 ~~11 but only lc5 % of the payroll was in fact alloca;ted to 
continuous training; OG-2 %was allocated to lnitial training for 
the your1g within ·the framework of innovatory mea.au.res contairu~d 
in the National Employment Pact of' 1977 e 
Secondly, in Germany, there was a distinct drop in the number of 
apprentloeships available to young school~ .. lea.vera at the start of 
the ou:rrent employment cr:i.siso Goncer:ned by .~his development, ·the 
German authorities promulgated a law in 1976 re~1ring employers 
to create a mtfficient number of placeso Fa.il:i.ng thisg a. temporar:v 
tax would be levied on the underta.k.i:a..gs for as long as the needs 
of young persons were not satisfiede To datte 1 :no such. penalty has 
been imposed0 In 197611 the, ntambe:r of a.pprentioeships in unde:x·ta.ld.ngs 
started to rise again rapidly<!! The current system applied i.n Germany 
goes a long way to explaining their relative success ir.!. relation 
to youth employment~) In 197811 the proportir.~n of young persons 'U.llde::t~ 
25 among ths registered unemployed amounted to only 28~5 % 
compared vri~th the Comm:uni·ty aYerage of 36 %<) The same <ibaer"\:mtion 
applies also to Denma,rk,whioh also has a d.eveloped appt~entioeship 
s.ystem (see stati~tical Ar~1ex ~Table 9)o 
As far as the other countries are concernedf the services of the 
Commission have no precise information on expenditure on training in 
the private sectOl1 o Howeverw as in the t\i'O previous countri.aa, there 
ia reason to suspect a spontaneous reduction in the training effori 
of antel"priseae Expenditure on tra:i.n.ing was doubtless one of the 
budgetary items to have been out back a.s a result of eoonomic and 
financial difficulties encountered by undertakings(;) 
------------------~-<······ 
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I.D. MISMATCH IN WORKING CONDITIONS 
19. During the preceding period of practically full employment, 
the excessive use of assembly line work and the compartmentalization 
of work were denounced by a growing number of workerso New 
requirements concerning production condi tiona and the reovga.nization 
of working hours are now emerging very olea.:rlyo Ma.ny undertakings 
have not yet suoceded in tackling this aim which many workers are 
deeply· committed to., In the past many of them resorted to immigrant 
labour, thereby deferring the moment when working conditions and 
terms of employment would have to be improved. Frequen·tly1 nowa.daurs, 
the nature of the jobs available is · unsuited to the 
aspirations of job-seekers a..r;.d newcomers in pa.rtioula.r to the labour 
market (young persons and women)o 
20e Thusi' whi.lst the standard of living and education of the population 
continues to grow, a certain number of occupations still involve 
1-. 
a.n excessive degree of physical and nervous fatigue caused by the 
duration and rhythm of work; similarly, the'slight degree of 
initiatiYe or au·tonomy entrusted to certain employees does not always 
correspond to their full potential; last on this incomplete list is 
the fact that the social status of certain occupations no longer 
corresponds to the aspirations of workerse Purely as an illustration, 
an analysis by trade of out standing vacancies a.nd applications for 
employment provides a. few pointers for a.n assessment (see sta.tistica.l 
Annex from Table 15 onwards). The two other so·uroes of qualitative 
mismatch? as ·well as wages, a.lao help to explain the recorded gaps.. ~ 
In most Community countries, a labour bottleneck appears in the 
building sector with the first signs of recovery, when immigration, 
which in the past supplied a. relatively high fraction of the workforce, 
is now practically at a. standstill. 
Similarly, the mismatch in the supply and demand for nurses is partly 
a result of the arduous nature of this job (night and/or week-end work). 
Lastly, the gaps between supply and demand for domestic staff a.re 
also due to the hours of work required by emplo;y-erso Many of the 
vacant jobs demand a. very-long working week, often close to the 
maximum statutory durati.on (6 x 8 hour days, for example), whereas 
persona seeking such jobs •. a.re usually looking for _pa.ri-.time work or 
greater freedom in "heir hours of work. 
• 
• 
. \ .. , .•. 
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21. In the Community countries in which there are statistics on 
persons seeking pa.rt-time work (Denmark, Germany, .France and 
the Netherlands)i there is a rapid growth of this type of demandQ 
Between 1973 a.nd 1978, the numbers doubled in France, quadrupled 
in the Federal Republic of Germany and rose twenty fold in 
Denmark; from 1975 to 1978, the number almost doubled in the , 
Netherlands., The percentage of such demand among the total number 
of demands registered varies between a few percent in France and 
nearly 20 % in the Federal Republic of Germanyo 
They mainly involve young persons who wish to continue studying or 
who are waiting to be called up, women with dependent children or 
who simply wish to return to work, elderly workers who are coming 
up to retirement age and handicapped workerso The total potential 
demand for part-time work is probably considerably in excess of 
the figu.res officially record.edo This demand comes both from persona 
temporarily unemployed (discouraged unemployed personst for example) 
and from workers who are forced to work full time$ 
The possibilities for part-time employment vary considerably from 
one country to another<> Thus the proportion of part-time jobs 
compared with the total number of persons employed amounts to 5e2 % 
in Luxembourg as against 22 % in Denma.rk0 Breakdowns by sex or by 
sector of activity show up such ma.rked gaps (see Tables 11 and 12)o 
These gaps probably reflect ·the different methods of production 
from one country to another$ within the same seotort and und~-u.btely 
reflect institutional differenoeso Thus, the social security 
contribution cailing (except for Denmark and Italy) increases the 
wage costa of a.n undertaking which usf.U3; pa.rt .... time work unlEH:.~s, a.e 
in Francep the ceiling ca.n be split directly in line with the number 
of hours workedo The higher the wages paid the more marked the 
effect o · 
22o The above analysis brings to light certain important changes in 
employers' and workers' attitudeso 
. . 
The economic and financial difficulties faced by undertakings have led 
them both 1o demonstrate less flexibility in their staff reorui tment 
policies, taking the form of a demand for higher qualifioa;tions :for a 
given job, and to reduce spontaneously, in the absence of legal 
constraints or financial incentives, their initial or continuous 
training schemes. 
From the workers 1 point of view, reservations with regard to geographical 
mobility have increased~ aspirations regarding better working conditions 
have strengthened and a. growing demand is developing for greater flexi-
bility in the timing of work, pa.rtioula.rly in the form of part-time worko 
Policies designed to reduce mismatches on the labour market cannot ignore 
~ these recent ohanges. 
L.,· 
- ll -· 
II. CONDITIONS TO BE RESPECTED BY POLICIES DESIGNED TO REDUCE 
MISMATCH BEI'WEEN THE SUPPLY OF AND DPMAND FOR .LABOUR 
23o A fair appo.rtionment of coats between workers, employers and society as 
a whole in a condition of success in this field a.~so. The economy 
demands a.n adjustment of the labour force in terms of mobility and 
flexibilityo Worke.mwant greater stability of employment a.nd the jobs 
available to be more sui ted to their a.s.pira.tions and working potential. 
A joint effort must be made to reconcile these seemingly contra-
dictory requirements. 
The steps which should be taken in this connection are firstly a.t 
labour market management level, particularly in the areas of training, 
placement and guidanceo They also imply inorea.sed efforts as regards 
working conditions. Lastly, they will only be fully effective if 
labour market policy is more closely connected with other policies. 
' 
II.,Ao LABOUR MARKEl' POLICY MUST BE MORE CLOSELY .ALLIED WITH 
OTHER POLICIES 
24«~ In past years of virtual "full employment", overall economic policy 
and labour market policy went largely their sepa.ra.te wa.yso The former 
wa.s responsible for maintaining stable, regular and ba.la.noed growth by .-
regulating overall demando The latter,, then known a.s ''manpower policy", 
was responsible for supplying undertakings wi-th a labour force. 
In the current phase of slow growth, considerable structural readjustment 
and stagnating emplo~ent, any labour market policy pursued regardless 
of other policies (economic, industrial or regional policies in 
particular) would be of limi::ted :effeotiveneasdl For a policy on the 
reduction of mi£match between the supp~ and d~d for la'bou.r to result 
in the effective growth of employment, it -i·s also necessary to take 
parallel action with -regard t.o the other :factors _,preventing the revival 
of economic aotivitye Some of these factors are., f'or >example, the lack 
of profitable capital, the inadeq:ua;oy ,of ov:era.ll .demand and the 
constraints, for example those impose.d by energy supplies, which affect 
the external balanoeo 
What effect can voca;tio:nal training mea.sur,es have when empZLQyment 
opportuni;tie's are slight ·and fre.quent.ly non.....exist-ent in certain regions? 
Simi la.r ly t an isolated geographi.;oa.l mobility policy can ,on],y :inarease 
regional imba.la.noea, particularly in regions a.ffact.ed ·by the re.structuring 
of certain ,secrtora in rliftioulty. Last~, for :example, ]a •st~em of 
temporary pr.emiums to ;job creat.ion can .only have ·a.lV" ~l .iulpact :Lt 
combined with a· moroeconomio ·P<)lio7 t:o etimulaie .overall demand. 
• 
• 
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Furthermore, initial training for young persons would be 
facilitated and gain efficiency if the educational system were 
to improve its assessment of the needs of the economy. 
Thus, in order to be effective, labour market policy must be 
defined in close connection with other policies. They in their 
turn must be aware of their effect on employment. In other words, 
labour market policy will achieve its end on~ by constituting 
a.n integral part of an overall policy which attends to the 
ooheranoe of all its components. 
_, 13 -
II.B. LABOUR 1iWU{El' POLICY }IIUST BE 'MODIFIED AND STRENGTHENED 
25. Labour market policy can be seen from two interrelated points 
of view. 
On the one hand, a. fairly wide range of instruments to facilitate 
the reciprocal a.d.justment of supply and demand (training, placement, 
guidance, aids to mobility) are available. 
On the other hand, measures vary according to the categories of 
workers involved, to fa.oili'ta.te the retraining of those forced to 
change occupation and to ensure their vocational integration. 
, 
During the last few years, action for the various categories of 
young people, particularly, ha.a been strengthened in all Member 
States (1)., It is possiblet however, that such specific measures are 
liable to place the burden of unemploy1nent on other social categories. 
Thus, for example, in the Federal Republic of Gennany, unemployment 
statistics show that the proportion of work.ers with nhea.lth problemsn 
among the total unemployed is still rising, having increased from 
20 % in September 1975 to nearly 30 % in September 1978 (2)., At the 
same time the increase in women v s unemployment became less 
spectacular (55 % of total 'Wlemployment in September 1978 aga.in~rt 
46 % in September 1975), tlhilat the proportion of young people in 
total unemployment stabilised at 28.,5 %~ · 
Mo:reover 11 experience acquired over the last few years demonstrates that tlli 
the success of ea.tegorioa.l measures taken to promote the reha.bi.lita.tion 
of workers affected by the crisis largely depends on the efficiency 
of other actions taken to bring suppl~ a....r.ad demand closer together on 
the labour marketo It would also be desirable for the present 
contribution to concentrate on instrumentso 
26. In the pastS~ labour market polioy traditionally- made use of immigrants 
and premi'WTls to geographical mobility in order to reduce geographical 
imbala.no:e a o 
(1) 
(2) 
Faced with the crisis and the drop in employment in the building industry 
j~n particular, Member States eonsidel"'a.bly altered their migration 
policies in relation to countries which were not members of the Oom.munitye 
The recruitment of labo;ur from these countries was res;ricted, and in 
some cases stoppedo Member states are now parsuing a policy o£ 
s-tabilisation of the labour force a.t .a. low~er level than tha.t of l973o 
Current CoDrunity action to reduoe the mismatch between the supply of 
and derna.nd for lAbour is shown in Annex 1. 
The ca.i;egoey of worker ~th heal~th problems0 covers a fairly wide range 
of illnesses, f'rom small, temporar:r injurie.s to permanent physical ~ 
disabilities. 
• 
28. 
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In view of the social and demographic pressures which will certainly 
continue into the middle of the next decade, massive recourse to 
non-community immigrants should not be necessa~ in the course of the 
nel..-t few years. However, localised shortages cannot be excluded, if 
working conditions and the social status connected to jobs offered in 
certain sectors are not considerably improved. In other words, a. 
restrictive immigration policy only increases the urgency and need for 
a.n active policy of improvement of working conditions. 
In addition, as a reflection of what should also be done within the 
Community measures should also be immediately envisaged to promote 
emplo:vment in the non-Community Medi terra.nea.n countries by means of a 
policy of economic, technical and financial cooperation comprising, for 
instance, measures in favour of investmen·t, in order to reduce imbalances 
between northern and southern Europe a.nd to reduce the need to emigrate 
from these countries. 
With regard to tieographical mobilit;r within the Community, more emphasis 
during the years of regular growth was placed on worker mobilit~ than 
on the mobility of ca.pita.le ~oday, in a lengthy phase of minimum growth 
and intensive restructuring of the production machinery, care should 
be taken to avoid increasing regional imbalances. Close coordination 
of labour market policy and industrial and regional policies is 
essential, so that the weight of the spatial adjustment ca..n be equally 
distributed between workers a.nd 1.mdertakings. The need for regional 
equilibrium and a stable labourforce should be taken into greater account. 
In this respect, experience has demonstrated that financial a.ids to the 
mobility of persons are frequently less effective than measures designed 
to facilitate their reception: social a.nd cultural facilities a.nd 
accommodation. Furthermore, in most Member States, the provisions in 
force concerning property still impede geographical mobility. 
Altogether, vocational mobility is better received by workers than 
geo~gra..ph:ina.l mohili·ty. The on-rl.~exrt employment (rr:i. Htn ~nd o'tt·u\Ytnrnl 
ch~,.nr:.;ee, eithe1~ tU\der way or foreseen, only increaae the need for 
mobility. Thus vocational guidance and training will bear the main 
responsibility for increasing labour market flexibility in the years 
to come. 
The following guidelines on vocational .training can be envisaged. 
First, training should be generally increa.sedfll The financial difficulties 
confronting employers lea.d one to think that the training given by 
underta.kings has, undoubtedly, been reduced~ It is therefore necessary 
to reverse this trend, in particular by means of legal constraints a.nd 
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financial incentives. It is also necessary to strengthen and extend 
the general training o:f employees, notably to increase their · 
a.bilit;r to transfer :from one job to another. 
Secondly, and at the same time, attempts to bring the quality of 
training into line with real (present a.nd future) needs should be 
inte11sified. There are still many out-o:f-da.te training courses 
(particularly for girls) which could profitably be reorganized. At the 
same time, the current industrial changes a.nd the increasing spread 
of data processing means that the ga.p between training a.nd requirements, 
particularly in the service industries, could well widen. Contact 
between instructors and users should be increased, and awareness of the 
demand for new skills which is currently emerging needs to be improved. 
Thirdly, the flow of young persons and women on to the labQ:IJ.r market 
is giving rise to numerous adjustment problems for training centres 
(problems of motivation, timetabling1 accommodation a.n.d creches). 
These problems call for special efforts to work out new solutions, more 
in line with the new categories of workerso 
Fourthly, certain countries are currently studying or pla.rniil;l.g reforms 
of their training or apprenticeship systems" Reference should be made 
in this connection to the value of exchanges of information and 
comparative studies such as those being carried out a:t the European 
Centre for the Deirelopment of Vocational Training in Berlin (CEDEFOP) o 
La.st ly, both initial and continuous training measures should be 
followed by rapid implementation. In particulars for particularly 
vulnerable categories on the labour market {certain young persons and 
't'fOmen, the handicapped, the elderly unemp;Loye:d, the long-terrn unemploye# 
a.nd the ohronio unemployed) t th.ese training activities are frequently 
not enough to ensure effective and lasting placement$ As inaction 
continues, skills and qualifications drop in va.lue and. vocational 
reintegration becomes more difficult. In order to reme~ this situation, 
most Community oount:ries have a.lrea.dy taken special measures on behalf 
of these categori.ea of persons: recruitment premiums a.nd direct job 
oreationf> There i,s little basis for thinking that this type of incentive 
will not continue. 
29. Current vocatiop.a.l ,in:forma:tion. a..11d .guidance activities will have to be 
stepped up and strengthened. New demands have emerged d.:u:ri:ng recent 
yea.rse. Thus, t.he traditional guidance given to girls should be revised 
if equal access to em.plo,ment is to be aa"hieved. Siadlarly1 t:he network 
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of job opportunities for young graduates is undergoing radical 
changes$ Lastly, the benefits of vocational guidance should be 
extended, preventively, to all workers and young adults in 
education, in order to reduce the risks of unemployment to a 
minimum~ This type of guidance can alr·eady be found in certain 
underla.k:in:gst trwhere it is given principally at executive and 
managerial levels (long-term staff management) o At Community level1 
in April 1972 the Council adopted a Direotiv.e (72/161/EE:::) on social 
and economic information for and vooa:tional qua.lifications for 
persons employed in agriculture~ In Germa.n.y, continuous guidance is 
given to all categories of workers. 
In order to satisfY these new needs, the guidance given by pla.cemen·~ 
services and in undertakings needs to be strengthened& Close 
cooperation should be established between the bodies which contribute 
to the collection of information and to dace:utralised. vocational gtdd.a.:D.ce. 
The management of the labour market is organized around the 
~denti.fi~tirop ot.,;L?b ,?EE&rtun~.l,~~ ~d ;elac.ement~~~ This function ma.y 
take vary different forms according to the i.ndi vidu.a .. l case, ranging 
from the simple operation of bring.ing together job vaca.rwies and 
demands to a process of mediation aimed at achieving a realistic 
balance between the respective requi:r·ements of employer and workero 
At the present time the exercise of this function is beset Tr.ri th 
difficulties which oa.n be explained as follows: first of all, the 
extent to which publio placement servicer:$ succeed in pene·c:rating 
the labour market is still ver,y b~all. Secondly, in the countries 
in which unemployment benefit administration is linked to placement 
a.dministra:tion, the duties of the placement services have become 
more and more onerouso Thus for example daily registration hinders 
the unemployed person in his search for a. job and. the public placement 
serv-ices in fulfilling their guidance :fu.n.otion" Lastly, in order to 
mediate effectively between undertakings and job applicants, the 
public employment agencies must have sufficient staff with suitable 
qualifications., 
Vacancy registration therefore needs to be improved as regards both 
quantity and quality~ to enable the public employment agencies to 
help undertakings a.l'ld job seekers" Several paths, which are not 
mutually exclusive, ca.n be followed to achieve this objective$ Firstf 
it could.be ma.de compulsory to notify all vacancies@ This obligation 
is textually in force in France and Ita.lyo The experiment of total 
public monopoly in these two countries has not given the expected 
results, partly owing to a.n inadequate infra.struct·ure~ The lat'lf on "work 
promotion'11 in Germany also entitles the. N'.dnistry of Labou.r to in-eroduce 
compulsory- notification of vaca.nciese This obligation has not been 
enforcedt tor the sitt.1ation never made it necessary an.d, :f'urthermore, 
the Federal J!lnplo;yment Office. feels 
u.nable to carry out .this task in a satisfactor:r manner. 
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Secondly, more flexible solutions could be envisaged, ranging 
from a.n obligation ·limited to undertakings of a certain size, to 
the conclusion of contract agreements at the level of collective 
agreements, as is the case in the Netherlands. The latter solution 
has the advantage of enabling a du.a.l control of the quality of data 
notified to the public employment agencies to be effected. Lastly, 
a third type of solution consists of improving available information 
on underta.kings recruitment diffi:oulties by further extending the j 
scope of questions contained in surveys carried out in Member States 
and by taking vigorous action at the same time to increase the 
efficacy of the public employment agencies. 
The credibility of the public placement services should also be 
developed by improving the assessment of' the needs of undertakings, 
location of offices a.nd staff training qualifications. A general 
prohibition on the activities of temporary emplo,yment agencies would 
not directly improve the quality of the service rendered ~Y the 
public employment agencies. In certain countries, private a.nd paying 
placement services have some importance (see Table 13) {\1 Rather than 
prohibiting them, it would be more advisable to .increase control 
over them 11 both to avoid abuses in this field and, in partioula.r, to 
preserve the economic and socia.l rights of the workers concerned. 
The establishment or strengthening of. the links between public a.nd 
pri va.te placement agencies seems to be a promising solu·tion a.d.opted 
in some countries~ 
31. The placement function cannot develop in isolation from other functions 
of labour market policy, namely .tm!da.nce .and traini:p£o In the interests ~, 
of applicants a.rtd employers alike, i:t ia necessary to obtain a ·&rue 
synergy of functions, a;nd it i,s es.sentia.l that the activities of 
placement services develop in liaison with the underta.king and trade 
unions whose support, cooperation and even. participation a.ra 
ind.isp~nsa.blee 
It therefore seems to be ess:ent:ia.:l for Member countries to pursue 
their efforts t:o develop a, pttblio empl~ent servlee -which1 without 
maintaining a.n absolute monopoly of the placement function, is ca.;pa.ble 
of carrying out it<s tasks of media.t_ion and mat.ohing il1 an .operational 
and not a. 'burea.ucratio. manner, on behalf of a varied range of user 
and without being limited to dealing with difficult eases onlye 
A public se·rvice o£ this type i.s essential to t.he .implementation of 
policies cleaigned to improve the balance between the :supply o-r .and 
the demand 'tor labour e1 It should be usefUl for th.e .job seeker and 
a.ppea.r credible to the employ-er$ To this end, it shculd primarily have 
a.t its dispo,sa.l (or give aeoe,ss to} a varied range o£ instruments and 
incentives to tra.~, guidance and aids to mohillt:~~ It should also 
possess the requisite information and experti,se to taetiate competent 1y 
I. 
:. 
;· "1,, ' 
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I 
between a.pplica.:nts and employers~ Lastly it should disseminate 
information, on the one hand betTt~een the various employment area.s 
and on the other hand to the other public an.d private decision-
making centres~ in particular the educational systeme 
II • C. THE RIDRGAtV1ZATION Jll'ID nv!PROVEMENT OF if.lORKING CONDITIO US IS 
AN EsSENTIAL ELEMENT !N A~· BALANCED Pl\iPLOY.M:ENT POLICY 
32. The ana.ly~es conta.iried in 'p~· I st·ressed· the importance o:r working 
conditions. This facto~ affects different countries in ~ng 
degrees. Two. sets of. p:roblems' deserve particular attention in this 
connection. ··. · · 
·The first concerns the ·question of world$ time. Many job-seekers 
are primarily interested in pa.rt ... t.ime work. This form of organization 
of working time is, m.oreQver, very developed in c·erta.in countries 
such as the United Kingdom ·and Denmark. It is, however, clear that 
such forms of employment are liable to encourage discrimination, f()r 
example against women, Pa-rticularly in terms of wages ~d s.ocial 
seouri ty cover and also t.o push work ra,tes up. Furthermore, they tend 
to complicate the organization of .work within the undertaldngs. Three 
suggestions 'oa.n be ma.de. - . , - ' 
Firstly., emplQymen~··.sta.t$stics ShQU.ld be. improved 111 'such a. w~y. a$:'tO ~­
show ·aepa.ratel.Y - ,wh~re t,hif3 ·is· riot a:lre~ the' case - th~ number ,e>;f · . 
people seekitl& . part-t:ilnEr work.·· . . . . 
• • • • • . • . ·, -.. : ' . • . • .•. ,. • • • .. ., ~!' ',. ) ; • 
~econd].y1 efforts~.~e· nt,ede..d·~:o p~omote roms of part-time ·wor,kwhich.' 
· .are- non-diac~in&t·0%7 :with,· ri,'sp:901t ~tO. _age, . sex, :level ·of· skillt .e~c.; 
.the. -status_ or. -~~~ime"·wor~~S: S,houlu be· alignea ·with that .or full~ _ 
. t-ime- workers, itt _pjtc)po~i~ , t~·: th~··. -~~s worked._ · ·· 
.... ' ·• • ' . , : .. ~ .): . . ; ;' • . . . h .•• ,. ' ·~. . \ .•·. : .' • • • . ; 
--~.~ .. <>·'·'""'··*'!....~~~~-,wo~-.... ~-- '-~·-··~~·iff"·~-·;. ' .· -_•,;.•_."'-'""'""'"''···•~·~---,...__.,....,.,w,_,,....,__,_,.,:.,_~~~-"~"'<-'"""~·-'·w'•.,;..,......,....,..._..._~...,..,•,_..~,.,-"',. .. ....,-.~-·-·"-'"1............,.......,.__><••'>< ,;,,,~·~-' •-""1·~4; •• ,;,,.,;-'I;','§S,,·,,-.,_,.;,..~~ .... ...,.,.,..""~·~- ..... _.,, ~-- .. -~7"/"• . .-.~·~-.w··"•-·~~----·'",...,....'-•··-P•• ' .• ,;,·.....;._,;..),'.:,;,...._,,"""";_;._.~~->: ......... •: .... _!A<-<·<>.,_.;_., ... ~ 
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Last ly1 t,empora.ry financial aids might be introduced to absorb 
any costs involved in reorganizing production. In some countries., 
adjustments,' will ,be required in socia.l security schemes to ensure 
that part-time work is not penalized. 
33. The other· important aspect of working conditions is the need for 
them to be better matched to the characteristics of .t~e worker; as 
regards skill level and the physical conditions of production. 
An active policy of impro!:i;nt<; ,working 'conditions should be 
pursued with a view to ensuring that the skill level of jobs rises 
in such a way- as to fulfil-~ the aspirations of an increasingly highly 
skilled and qualified workforce. The emphasis should be particularly 
on jobs which are arduous (e.g., continuous shift work), unpleasant 
(because of inadequate safety a.nd health protection at the workpla.oe) 
or repetitive and compartmentalized. 
The three possible ways o:f attacking this problem, in no sense 
mutnally e-;.rclusive, are as follorJ'a; by investing in lbnp:rtnrarnenta in 
l,t•~ \ \.. f u.~, f"H"-Htl;f f. ft'i'l6 \ttr tri••~ll f•l: f Hr7 1·)' l'·ec.ot->l• hat t~ el'l'lB d t t.t<'J1"'J~' ~-V..J .~ ...,...,~<~·t;..,·b ·~·· .,,·,..," '"·'·~:t, t't ,,·r ,_f.,..::·.~ f ,,->t} ~,;..,\2'1...--"'~ ...,~t1 .,...~ .. ~"'·b ,: "' .. ~~......-.-~!.: .J .to" ,..f.<"· 'J" ..tc ......,. . • _. t'Y'\.. '\. 
organization, by raising low wages. This last fulfils a olea.r social 
need. It is also perfectly justified in economic terms, since the 
earn.ings of' the workers oonoer.ned a.ll too of'ten bear little relation 
~~o their productivity md to their social utility. They a.re simpq 
a reflection of their weak bargaining position in oompa.riaon with ;;,., 
other groups of workers. • 
34. r•Ieasures to reorganize and improve work::ing conditions would be more 
effective if they were coordinated with aid poli.cies aimed at 
promoting modernization and the development of new patterns of 
organization of work. :Because of the resultant increases in productivity 
a.nd profitability, the net cost of c"l.lch policies would actually be 
less than the additional costs directly incurred by the undertakings. 
Simila.rl;r, the implementation in parallel of measures designed. to 
hold .down unit costs. (reform of the method of oa.lcula.ting social 
security contributions, reduction in wage differentials, fiscal or 
}1.,"\rnfilJO:\l ntt'rt.tnu~ou) trottld provont those econo1nio side-effects of 
attenllfha. to eliminate imbalances between supply a.nd demand as regards 
working conditions .(infla.tional7 tensions, loss ot competitiveness) 
which might otherwise have undesirable consequences ·for . the employment 
situation. 
., 
. i 
{ 
. -,..._,....__......,_..,~••-,.1." ,-~..>..-.•w<.'•""'~'' •·<~_..,.'<.t...-+ , .. ,. '' 
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35® To summarize, the analysis in this second part of the pa.per 
shO't17S that, to be fully effective 11 policies aimed at reducing 
qualitative mismatch between la.bou.r supply and labour dema.rH3.9 
must be an integral pa,rt of a wid.er poli.cy leading to a return 
to hi.gh ·9 balanced gro-vrth a:ud to a high level of employment irl 
the Community c 
vlith :regard to labour market policies tvvo matters are imperativeo 
Firstly vooa·tiona.l guidance a.:nd vocational t:r•ainil:tg must be 
strengthened.$ One can envisage legal constraints and fina.nc:ta.l 
incentives to prevent a drop in ·the efforts of underta.IrJ.ngso 
Secondly, the public employment services must have the information 
and the expertise necessary to assure a..n efficient bringil'lg 
together of job offers and job demands. 
Finally, a policy of reorga.n.ization a.nd improvement of working 
condi tiona is also necessa.cy to ensure that the level o-f 
qua.lifica.tions and the quality of' jobs offered follow ·th~ rise 
level of aduoa.tion and qu.a.lifioationa of wor'"'ers and thus meet 
thoir O.fJpira.-biono. 
in the 
; ..... ~.:""_,,\,~v._..,:.,~,.-r.-,. '~ ,.....:.-~, ..,..,~,_/wil\,'~h .... #.~ ,,,..,.;.,~:, ••• ;,~:>'·"JI'' 0 h - ,.~l _____ _______.........._ _ ........ _____ ......._.. ............. _ ......... _,.. 
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ANNEX 1 
Current Community action t.o reduce the 
mismatchbetweellthe supply of.an'd .demand for labour 
From the time of its creation, the Community has been concerned to solve 
the.lasting imbalances between the supply of and demand for employment by 
taking action in sectors and categories. 
The treaty of Paris(1952) establishing the European Coal atd Steel 
Community (ECSC) attaches great importance to the working conditions 
offered to workers in these industries and to the employment problems creat~i 
by the development of the market or the introduction of new processes or 
machinery. ECSC aids take the fo:tm of premiums to geo.graphical mobility 
( and fur accomodation) and of aids to training or retraining whilst 
maintaining worker's incomes during their period of retraining. 
Since its entry into force in 1960~ the main task of the European Social 
~has -been to improve job opportunities for workers affected by economic 
changes resulting from the operation of the European Economic Community. Its 
action also ·take the form of aids to vocational mobility (with income 
maintenance) and geographical mobility. It applies both to changing sectors 
(agriculture, textile and clothing industries) and to cat~gories particular-
ly vulnerable to unemployment young persons 1 (women, migrants, elderly 
workers). With the arrival of the employment crisis 9 the scope of the Fund • 
was extended to_ more offensive action in favour of yo~th employment 
(6ounci1 Decision of November 1978 on· recruitment premiums and subsidies for 
·job creation programmes for young persons) • 
In conjunction wi.th these measures affecting categories and sectors which 
re.cei vc financial aid, Community action_ also take the form of increased 
cooperatio.n betw:een national policies through the medium of advisory grou.ps 
and Community .recommendations and guidelines• 
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ltli th rr~ga.rd to the impr.svement o~ .... ~~ .. £.o.~t .. ! .. ?.U§.1 the Adv:iaory 
Committee on Safety, Hyglene and Health Protection at Work was set up 
in JUne 197lf .. "rhis tripartite eommittee assisted the Commission :i.n the 
preparation of the proposal of December 1977 to the Council in the 
field of health and safety~ At the same time, the Commission is 
continuing its efforts to encourage consultation between employers 'and 
workers' organizations at Community level, in order to promote job 
enrichment in specific sectors. The European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditione, the creation of which was 
approved by the Council in December 1974, is also carrying out studies 
in this field .. 
With regard to vocat~_2E.a1 tra.inin~, the Commission published a 
Recommendation to Member States in July 1977, inviting them to improv~ 
the vocational preparation of you.ng persons who are unemployed or 
threatened with unemployment. At Community level, the following struc-
tures : Education Committee (1974), the European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training (1975) and the Advisory Committee on' 
Vocational Training (1964) were invited to work in close cooperation in 
order to define measures to Promote the transition frd>m school to work .. 
Lastly, as regards placement, cooperation between Nember States resulted, in 1977, in the progressive setting-up of an intra-Community device for 
the exchange of information (sedoc)1within the framework of the free 
moveme~t of workers and the Community priority attached to the employment 
of nationals of Member States. Where it has not been possible to fill 
vacancies on the local• regional or national labour market, they are 
e«changed between the specialist employment services of Member States 
and matched with (Community) job applicants prepared to work in another 
Member State-... 
In addition, concerted action by Member States was strengthened by the 
setting-up in 1974 of the Group of Dire,ctors-General for Employment, 
and the creation in 1978 fo the group of offic·ials of the public 
employment s~rvices. 
1 t·uropean System of the Inter:nati.on,-.l;:Clearing o.f Vacancie.s 
•nd Applic~tions for Employment. 
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-1. Graphs on "Rate of unemployment anti, rate or' tmf1l~,ed v~(}anoies" , 
, 2. Graphs on "Res~lts of harmonized business surveys.'' 
3• Monthly p1acings by official placement agencies 
4• Unfilled vacancies 
5· Principal characteristics of unemployment benefit· schemes 
6. Geographical mobility in the Community 
7. Occupational mobility in the Community 
8. Percentage of,'young. people unde.r 25 amongst registered unemplo,y-ed 
9· , Apprenticeship in the Community 
· 10 • Break:do!fn of unemployed by time on 'register, 
11. Persons in part-time ,employed, 
12. Persons in part-time employment byseotor 
13. Temporary employment in the Community 
14. Main fea,tures of the public employment services 
15. France : occupations in which at the end of the month there were 
over soovaoancies which hadbeen unfilledfor more than one,month 
16. Belgium ; occupations, in whioh at the end of ,the month there were 
over 50 vacancies 
17. Netherlands l occupations in whioh at the end o:r the':.month there were 
over 6oO vacancies 
, 18. Ireland , : va.oanoies an~ applications for emplQyment at,. the end.,: 
of the month. 
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A) shortage of labour 
8) insufficient demand 
Source " Commission services •
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). MONTHLY PLACIN"GS BY OFFICIAL PLACEMENT SERVICES 
(annual average, in 1000) 
1 9 7 3 1 9 7 5 1 9 7 8 1978/1.973 
a.R.DEUTStHLANt~ •••••• 221.1 177.2 178.1 E 
-
19.4 % E 
FRANCE•••••••••••••••• 56.1 42 .. 9 37 .. 2 - 33 .. 7 % 
ITALIA •••••••••••••••• 473 .. 1 365.9 348#5 e 
- 26 .. 3 % E 
NEDEWLANO •••••• ~•••••• 14 .. 7 11.2 8 .. 1 
-
45 % 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE ••••••• 10.0 8 .. 1 12.2 + 22 % 
LUXEMBOURG •••••••••••• 1.8 1..2 1..2 
-
33 % 
UN I lEO KINGDOM .......... 158 .. 6 131 .. 7 146 .. 6 .. 8 % 
DANMARK ••••••••••••••• 15 .. 7 13.7 . 15.8 + o .a % E 
Source SOBC, Eurostat (employment and unemployment) E .. estimate 
4• UNFILLED VACANCIES 
(Situation at month end, annual average, in '000) 
1 9 1 3 1 9 7 5 1 9 7 8 1978/1973 I 
B.R.DEUTSCHLAND ••••••• 572 .o 236.2 247.1 - 57 % 
FRANCE•••••••••••••••• 251.7 109*3 87.0 - 65 % 
NEDERLAND ••••••••••••• 67.1 . 47.3 63.3 .. 6 % 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE ••••••• 14 .. 0 4 .. 1 4.2 .. 70 % 
. 
LUXEMBOURG•••••••••••• 0.7 0.2 0.2 ... 11 
" 
UNITED KlNG00fil ........... 402.8 150.0 210.3 - 48 % 
DANMARK••••••••••••••• 8 .. 9 1.0 1.9 ... 19 % 
Source SOBC, Eurostat (employment and unemployment) 
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6,. <iEOG~AP»ICAL M081llTY IN THE COMMUNlT.! 
(X of p~non$ with a main o<:cupati<>n who'were AQt living 
in the same country or region one year before the survey) 
1973 1975 
0.7 0.9 
... . 
o.a 0.8 
1.0 hO 
o.s 
1 .. 4 ·1 .. 5 
1.5 ., o.s 
1.1 1.2 
1.0 0.8 
-
1.Q 
7. OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY lN THE COMftlUI\IITY . 
(%.of persons with a Main occupation Wflo were not 
in the same occupatiOft oneyear before the survey) 
.. 
1973 1975 
3.,6 3.3 
14.9 
9.6 11.9 
9.o0 13:.6 
4.8 
3.8 6;.8 
4.$ 3 .. 3 
4 .. 5 4.2 
1.8 1.9 
11.2 
'l?'ll 
<'\"'•'>,~~.-,,L,.._,j.''""""' 
1.1 
0.7 
0,9 
0.4 
1.0 
(0 .. 6) 
1.1 
0.6 
0.8 
1917 
12.7 
18 .. 6 
10.2 
·.3 .. S 
6.4 
2.8 
3.7 
Source : SOEC, Etrrostat (labour rorct Sample Survey) 
- : figures not ava'ihbh! 
Note : These fi.gu.res are not directly comparable .. The sit,e of re9ions &f\d the o.c:cupaticmal 
cate9ories Vf!ry from country to country 
.. 
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